
Gospel Rocks 
Ranch





Description

-A day camp for kids ages 5-12 devoted to sharing the Gospel and other aspects of Biblical 
teaching in the context of ranch-style fun and learning. The children will also learn about 
agriculture and the character traits necessary to be a farmer or rancher. The children who 
respond positively to the teaching on the ranch will be given the opportunity to be matched 
with mentors from churches in their communities for ongoing mentoring throughout the 
course of their childhood and teen years. Children will be given an “open door” invitation to 
return to the ranch with their mentors and families for other ranch-style activities.



Why Gospel Rocks Ranch

-Individuals are becoming increasingly unlikely to go to church and learn Biblical truth. 
Ranch day will allow children to be introduced to the Bible in a non-church setting

-Children (especially those from the city) rarely get the opportunity to engage in ranch-style 
activities and are exhilarated when they do get the opportunity. This single day will be a 
lifetime memory for them

-Children need mentors to teach them and help them live a  lifestyle consistent with Biblical 
principles. This mentoring relationship will likely grow far beyond initial expectations

-Individuals in the communities wish to engage the next generation but oftentimes do not 
have the opportunities to do so, which Gospel Rocks Ranch will facilitate





Details

-Children will be contacted in their communities about a free opportunity to enjoy a day 
camp at Gospel Rocks Ranch.

-On the designated day, one or multiple busses will pick up the children with signed 
permission/release forms and bring them to Gospel Rocks Ranch

-The children will be divided up into teams and will rotate through 8 different stations 
throughout the day. 

-Each station will consist of a fun ranch-style activity and a short period of instruction 



Details, continued

-Activities will be chosen from the following::

-Horseback riding
-Adventure hike
-Hay ride
-Arts and crafts
-Chapel
-Lunch
-Archery
-Splash pad
-Obstacle course
-Games



Details, continued

Instructional topics will be chosen from the following:

-Who is God? Who was Jesus?
-What is the Bible?
-What is sin and why is it bad?
-How can I have a right  relationship with God?
-Diligence and work ethic character lesson
-Patience character lesson
-Stories from the Bible (David, Ruth, Elijah, Esther, Daniel)



Details, continued

-Children who respond positively to the instructional component of ranch day will be given 
the opportunity to be contacted by a mentor from a church in the communities where the 
children are from. 

-The mentors will be trained in the AWANA curriculum to teach the Bible to children. They 
will be encouraged to continue the mentoring relationship as long and broadly as possible, 
hopefully expanding their mentorship to all areas of the child’s life and development

-Gospel Rocks Ranch will extend an open invitation for the children, their families and their 
mentors to come out to the ranch for camping, fishing, and hiking





Needs

-Before kids can be brought to the ranch:

-Multipurpose ministry building
-This building will provide air conditioning for the indoor activities, a place to                                                                             
  prepare food and feed the kids, a gym for games, and a “plan B” for rainy ranch   
  days to be indoors
-Cost - $950k

-Riding pen
-A pen for the children to be led around on horses with a soft ground should 

 they fall
-Cost - 20k



Needs, continued

Before kids can be brought to the ranch

-School bus 
-Will start with one, will build to three
- Cost - 30k each



Needs, continued

To augment the children’s experience

-Obstacle course
-Cost - 5k

-Splash pad
-Cost - 40k

-Athletic field
-Cost - 10k



Needs, continued

Infrastructure needs

-Front entrance welcoming gate
-Cost - 50k

-Water Well
Cost - 8k

-Tractor/Skid Steer/implements
Cost - 45k/65k/15k


